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Abstract: · This paper reports the results of a preliminary 
investigation of the FO characteristics of Osaka Japanese, It 
describes the realization of word accents in sentences and the 
interaction of focus with word accents, It discusses the basic 
unit of phrasing in Osaka Japanese sentences, and suggests that 
this unit is· more closely tied to the word than in Tokyo Japanese 
because a word doe.s not easily lose its acccentual integrity in 
larger prosodic. contexts, Sever.al other important ·differences 
from Tokyo Japanese tonal patterns are also revealed. First, 
Osaka has two distinct: kinds of sharp FO falls, one at the a·ccent 
nucleus (as in Tokyo) and the other at the boundary of a High--
ending word and a following Low-beginning word, Second, while 
the FO contour over a sequence of supposedly H-pitched moras has 
a slow decline, the rate of this downtrend is co·nstant and 
independent of the size of sequence, suggesting that, unlike in 
Tokyo, there is H-tone spreading in Osaka Japanese, Uptrends in 
L-beginning words are also examined, as well as the interaction 
of L tones with focus, 

o. Introduction 

While thez:e are a considerable nu.mber of experimental works devoted to 
the Japanese spoken in Tokyo, the Japanese spoken in Osaka and ~ts 
neighbouring area has attracted little attention1, However, this variety 
of Japanese has several features which. offer a very interesting and 
fruitful perspective..for. the study of prosody, For example, Osaka Japanese 
(henceforth OJ) has words whose constituting moras are all Low-pitched, 
How can one put focus on these words in sentences? Thus, how can one focus 
Nomura-san in a sentence such as: 

( l) Are-wal Nomura:san-no lkuruma-desu. 
·'That is Mr. Nomura'scar.' 

where all the moras of Nomurasan-no 'Mr,Nomura's' are Low-pitched and all 
the other moras of the sentence are High-pitched? The answer to this 
question will contribute much to a general theory of focus and intonation, 
OJ also seems to have interesting characteristics of laryngeal control. In 
many languages, including Tokyo Japanese (TJ), pitch is believed to be 
controlled mainly by the onset and offset of cricothyroid activity, which 
correspond° to the. onset and offset of pitch rise, Sugito and Hirose (1978) 

1See Appendix l for a discussion of the socio-linguistic status of Osaka 
Japanese with respect to Tokyo Japanese, and for a brief review of earlier 
work on Osaka and other related dialects, 
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found, however, that some OJ speakers have a systematic sternohyoid 
activity concomitant with a Low-pitched mora, The present acoustic study 
also yields some data which support the existence of an active lowering at 
word initial Low-pitched moras, Current theories of laryngeal control 
might need to be modified after a more detailed examination of OJ, Also, 
the generative FO model proposed by Fujisaki and his colleagues, which is 
based on the onset and offset of FO rise and claimed to be valid for OJ, 
would require modification within this perspective, 

This paper gives a description of the tonal structure of Osaka 
Japanese, based on. the acoustic analysis of more than 300 utterances, 
Section 2 provides a summary description of traditional analyses of word 
accent in OJ, Section 3 examines how word accent is realized acoustically 
in sentences, taking its pragmatic role (focus) into account, Section 4 
examines the effect of focus per se. Section 6 presents a test to see 
whether OJ sentence contours can be explained by the interpolation between 
a few sparsely placed target tones, as has been proposed by Pierrehumbert 
and Beckman (in press) for Tokyo Japanese, I will refer to this sort of 
model as a 'target-tone model', Since my examination of the realization of 
word accent in sentences has led me to an opinion that the basic unit of 
phrasing in OJ corresponds to the word, and because the validity .of the 
target-tone model is dependent on the definition of such a prosodic unit, I 
will first discuss the problem of the basic accentual unit in section 5 
before presenting the results of the test for the target-tone hypothesis, 

1. Methods 

The methods used in obtaining the acoustic analysis are as follows: 
Utteran'2es with various syntactic structures·and with variable focus 
location were analyzed using pitch-tracking routines in ILS to examine the 
realization of word accents in sentences, Three sets of utterances were 
used to test the effect of focus and the validity of the target tone 
hypothesis, The phonological structure of these sets of utterances will be 
described later, In order to obtain continuous FO contours, the sentences 
used in the experiments were chosen in such a way that most of the 
constituting sounds are voiced, All utterances were uttered by the author 
himself, who was born and brought up in the city of Osaka, An attempt was 
made to utter the sentences as if they appeared in naturally occurring 
conversation, without emphasis or emotions, In this paper only FO 
characteristics will be discussed and no other possible correlates of 
accent will be taken into account, ' 

2 My notion. of focus here corresponds to Diket al.'s (1981) 'completive 
focus'. A word in completive focus carries the most important information, 
in the sense that it is meant to fill in blanks in the pragmatic 
information for the addressee, For example, in John bought coffee, as an 
answer to What did John buy?, the word coffee has completive focus, 
Completive focus is distinguishable from 'selective focus', 'replacing 
focus', 'expanding focus', 'restrictive focus' and from 'parallel focus'. 
See Diket al. (1981) for further discussion, 
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2~ The Osaka Japanese accent system 

Tokyo Japanese can be labeled an 'accent language' in the sense that 
the tonal pattern of a word is autoffeatically determined by specifying only 
the location of an 'accent nucleus', which is realized as a local fall in 
pitch, OJ, on the other hand, .has some characteristics of a tone language, 
One of these characteristics is that OJ distinguishes two types of word 
pitch pattern for the same location of the nucleus, as in: · · 

(2) a, kaminit:! 'thunder' b.~ 'saw' 

In the first type, all the moras4 that precede the nucleus and the nucleus-
bearing mora itself are High-pitched, while in the second· one all the moras 
before the nucleus are Low-pitched, (I will distinguish these two types by 
calling the first a High-beginning pattern and the second a Low-beginning 
pattern,) According to the phonological interpretation of scholars such as 
Kindaichi (1950), Hirayama (1960) and Mccawley (1968), the second type of 
word has a pitch fall (an accent nucleus) preceding the initial syllable, 
(However, as we will see later in section 3, this initial 'fall' in Low-
beginning words is acoustically distinguishable from the fall at the usual 
medial accent nucleus,) Phonetic characterizations include Ikeda's (1942) 
claim that the stretch of low moras preceding the nucleus in Low-beginning 
words has a continuous pitch rise. Hattori and Kawakami are of the same 
opinion, but certain other scholars distinguish two low-beginning patterns, 
"Low flat" and "asc-ending from Low", a difference which they ascribe to 
individual option. However, all these researchers agree as to the 
phonological irrelevance of this pitch rise in Low-beginning words, 

In OJ, the nucleus can occur on the word-final mora only in Low-
beginning words, and on the word-initial mora only in High-begining words. 
As in TJ, a word may also have no nucleus. Thus two-mora wo.rds have four 
phonologically possible tonal patterns (instead of.the three possible in 
TJ), as shown in 'Table I. 

Table I, Accent patterns of two-mora words 

nucleus location high-beginning low-beginning 

1 yama 'mountain' 
2 ame 'rain' 

none mizu 'water' soi:a 'sky' 

3The term akusento 'accent' in Japanese refers to the overall tonal pattern 
of a word rather than to any local tonal shape around the accent nucleus, 
or to the tone-bearing unit associated to that shape.· Since· this 
difference in usage causes some confusion for translating between the 
scholarship in Japanese and that in English, I will avoid the term 
'accent', and use instead the term 'nucleus' to refer to the lexically 
specified location of a pitch fall, 

4The mora in OJ corresponds to the syllable except for the following cases: 
moraic nasal, long vo~els, diphthongs, double consonants; thus ho-o-ge-n, 
ha-i-t-ta, etc, 
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The nucleus usually triggers a perceptible pitch fall at. the moraic 
boundary between the nuclear and post-nuclear moras. However, Low-
beginning words with the nucleus on the final mora are pronounced in two 
ways depending on the following context. When these words. are uttered in 
isol.iition, a fall occurs in the final nucleus-bearing mora and·the final 
mora is lengthened, as shown in (3a), (Some scholars interpret this 
lengthening as the word having one more mora and the nucleus being on the 
penultimate inora). When such words ai:e followed by a ,Low-pitched enclitic 
particle, on the other hand, the final mora is not long and remains High 
throughout, as shown in (3b). This is the traditional description of this 
pattern. 

(3) a.~ 'rain' b-~··· 'rain-nom••• ' 

Peculiarly, however, this type of pattern is found only among two-mora 
words and in a few three-mora .words. Words of more than three moras with 
final nucleus are not known. Moreover, there seems to be a great deal of 
variation among speakers as to the treatment of these words, For example, 
there are a lot of speakers, especially among young people, for whom the 
final mora is always High throughout regardless of what is coming next, as 
shown in ( 4): · 

(4). alternative pattern 

a. £me. 'rain' 'rain-nom.b-~··· 
This· alternative seems to be characteristic mainly of ,speakers in the 
central and northern part of the province (see Sugito et al. 1981). There 
seems also to be a third type with.a rise-fall pattern in the final mora in 
all contexts, Yet another source of variation concerns the treatment of 
this patt.ern in the context of declarative versus interr.ogative 
intonations. The expected pattern in an interrogative contour is LHL~, as 
shown in (5), but I found some speakers who say 'ame' with LHL as 
declarative and with LH~ as interrogative, and other speakers who have LH 
as the declarative pattern and LHL~ as interrogative (see Kori 1984a). 

(5) ~ 'rain?' 

As for 'the Low-beginning words with no nucleus, their final mora is 
High-pitched when uttered in isolation or followed by a Low-pitched 
particle, as shown in (6a-c). When they are 'followed by a High-beginning 
word or by a tonally neutral particle (such as the nominative -ga), the 
final mora ass~mes Low value, as shown in (6d-f). This rule applies also 
across a syntactic break or a theme/rheme boundary or even a pause, There 
is no idiolectal variation here, but note that for some.younger speakers 
the tonal opposition between Low-beginning with final nucleus and Low-
beginning words with no nucleus becomes neutralized in some conditions. 

(6) a.~- 'sky' d, ~ ••• 'sky-nom, ,,, ' 

b-~~ e, ~~i-wa 
'The sky is blue!' 'The sky is blue!' 

c. ~ f. sora-ga api-wa 
'It's the sky! 1 'The SKY is blue!' 
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High-beginn_ing wor<ls with no nucleus have only high-pitched moras in all 
contexts( as shown in (7), 

(7) 	 a, mizu 'water' c, mizu abirutnen 
'(One) bathes in the water·,, 

b, 'mizu-ga , , , 'water-nom'. d, mizu-ga ~ai-wa 'The water is good!' 

Besides the distinction between High-beginning and Low-beginning 
patterns and the individual differences in realizing the nucleus on final 
moras, there are some other factors that render the accent system of OJ 
rather complicated, One such factor is the behavior of some monosyllabic 
words composed of a consonant plus a monophthong or only of a monophthong, 
suc·h as ka 'mosquito',. ki 'tree', and ke 'hair', These words undergo a 
lengthening of the vowelwhen uttered inisolation or when no,t followed by 
a particle, The lengthening is traditionally considered to make them two 
moras long, But acoustic examination shows t'hat they are shorter than 
real two-mora words (Sugito 1981), Some speakers have the longer vowel 
also in other conditions, There are still other speakers, mostly among 
young people, who pronounce them short in ali conditions, Three tonal 
patterns -- flat, rising,· or falling -- are distinguished for these words 
in isolation for conditions and speakers that make them long, Conditi9ns 
or speake,rs that do not lengthen the vowel, on the other hand, have only 
two patterns -- high and low -- and the rising pattern is replaced by a low 
flat pattern in positions before a Low-beginning word, This is parallel ·to 
the behavior of nucleusless Low-beginning words before another Low-
beginning word, 

One final peculiarity of OJ is that the nucleus may occur on a non-
syllabic mora -- on a moraic nasal, as in (8a), or on the first half of_ .a 
geminate consonant, as shown in (8b). Thus, unlike in TJ, the nucleus-
bearing unit in OJ is without question the mora, However, for the word!! in 
which the nucleus is on a moraic stop, there seems to be always an

5alternative pronunciation in which the nucleus in such moras is avoided, 

( 8) a. ~ 	 'triangle shape' 

b, · sa-n:...kaftjke-i or sa-nMk-ke-i 'a triangle' 

As in TJ, a. clause formed by a word and a postpositional particle 
behaves tonally like a word unless focus is put on the postposition, and I 
will call this unit a 'word', 

5currently .the accent system of OJ is suffering a-rapid change, The system 
itself is simplifying, but each word is acquiring more different tonal 
patterns for different speakers, Like other dialects, OJ suffers from the 
influence of TJ, A lot of words now have the same nuclear location as in 
TJ, Yet the distinction between the High-beginning and Low-beginning is 
still holding. · 
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A-1 Minamida "MURAYAMA-o riiranderu 

A'3. Minamida Muryama-o 

B-1 •NOMURA-ga B-3. ~ Murayama.:.o 

D-1.MINAMIDA-ga meganeya-o 

E-1 



F-3  

H' 

Figure l• Representative utterances of each type listed in Table II, with each of three focus positions; 
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3. ,\n acoustic examiuation of the tonal behavior of words in sentences 

Figure 1 shows the .FO contours of eight selected sentences consisting 
of ·three syntactic'al phrases: three versions corresponding to three 
different focus locations are presented for each of the sentences. See 
Table II for their phonological and syntactical structure. In Figure 2, 
the three versions were lined up with respect to the word boundary between 
the first and. the se-cond word and overlapped for each of the sentences. 
The n·e-xt subsections refer ta these-two figures to make generalizations 
about the FO 'shapes of many of the phonological patterns described in the 
last section. 

Table II. Sentences shown in Fig. 1-2 

A. 	 Minamida(-ga) Murayama-o niranderu~.-
surname-nam surname-ace glare at .(cont.)-particle 
'Minamida is glaring at Murayama!' 

B. 	Nomura(-ga) Murayama-o ~  
'Nomura is waiting .for Murayama!'  

C. 	~ohara(-ga) Murayama-o ~  
'Onohara is waiting for Murayama!'  

D. 	Minamida(-ga) meganeya-o nozoiteru~. 
· 'Minamida is window-shopping at an optician's shop!' 

E. ojnohar~(-ga) meganeya-o ~ 
'Onohara -.is window-shopping at an optician's shop!' 

F. 	Minamida(-ga) naniwifmi)yage-a ~-
'Minamida is looking at a souvenir of Osaka!' 

G. ojnohara(-ga) naniwaiinI!Yage-o ~-
'Onohara is waiting for a souvenir of .Osaka!' 

H. 	 ~~:~~<-ga)}meganeyafo ma~te!;:\il-wa._ . 	~ ~~~ =·~I..:::!;_a 
'Nomura is waiting for the optisian!' 

3. l High-beginning words 

When the word is in focus, we see the two patterns shown in (9): 

(9) a. nucleusless word b. nucleus·-bearing word 

The line drawing in (9a) shows a schematization of a High-beginning word 
with no nucleus (e.g. Minamida). There ·is a rise at the beginning. The FO 
reaches its maximum value in about 150 msec (in most cases the peak is 
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located in· the second mora or sometimes in the third mora of the word), and 
then the FO declines in a quasi-linear way until the end of the word, If 
the following word is Low-beginning, there is· another steeper fall prior to 
the word boundary, Otherwise, the gradual declination continues onto the 
following High-beginning word (see the first words of A-1, D-1 and the 
second words of A-2, B-2, and C-2 in Fig, 1), The rate of decline in my 
data is about 60 H~/sec (8 samples) and the word size doe~ not 
significantly affect the rate (see section 4,1), 

When a High-beginning word has a nucleus (e,g, ~) the pattern 
is the same as when there is no nucleus, except ·that the FO falls just 
after the nucleus-beadng mora, This fall, however, is distinct from the 

Minamidafga) Murayama-a niranderu~ B. Nomurafga)Murayama-o ~ 

.t:.\.,;...._y. 
D,---c-:--,- ---~ Minamidafg~)meganeya-o nozoiteru~ 

-\,,··
\ 

... .J 

\ 
\ - \ ~'-

F · Minamidafga)naniwttage-o miterut.wa. "'"'apoharafga)meganeya~o nozoiterue 

./\ 
i \ 

\./>_. 
~\,"'-

ofioharafga)naniwttage-o ~ H · Nomura.rga'l~-fmeganeyafo~ 

Figure !· Representative utterances of each· type shown in Figure. 1, with 
contours for the three focus patterns overlaid using the word boundary 
after the first word as the line-up point, 
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fall .at: the word boundary between a nucleusless High-beginning word and a 
following Low-beginning word; there is a difference both in timing and 
steepness. In the first. case, the FO begins t.o fall in most cases just 
after the.moraic boundary between the High-pitched nucleus-bearing mora and 
the following Low-pitched mora. · In the second case the fall starts just 
before the word boundary, usually in the middle of the word-final mora, and 
the fall has more steepness than the fall at the nucleus. It seems as if 
the following Low-beginning word forcibly pulls down the pitch. The fall at 
the nucleus, in contrast, seems a gentle gliding down of pitch. 

When a High-beginning word is out of focus, there are two possible 
patterns. If the preceding word is nucleus-bearing and ends with a Low-
pitched mora (e.g. Opohara Murayama-a or nani wafiii11yage-o ~, the 
same rising FO pat·tern is observed as when the word is .in focus. But the 
movement is smaller in pre-focal position, and even smaller in. post-focal 
position (see the sec~nd word of C-3 and the third word of C-1, 
respectively). Interestingly, the rate of declination after the rise also 
is smaller than when the word is in focus. It varies from 46 Hz/sec in a 
5-mora word to 22 Hz/sec tn a 9-mora word in pre_;focus position. 

The other pattern is seen if the preceding word ends with a High-
pitched mora, a situation which in this corpus occurs only after a High-
beginning word with no nucleus (e.g. Minamida-ga Murayama-a). In this 
case, the. two words usually fuse into one and have one common continuous 
declination. However, when the word in question is in pre-focal position, 
there are .also cases in which a slight fall-rise at. the boundi!,ry from the 
preceding word is observable (e.g. the boundary between the first and 
second words in sample sentence A-3). 

3.2 Low-beginning words 

When Low-beginning words are in focus, they show the patterns in (10): 

(10) a. nucleus-bearing b. nucleusless before H c •. nucleusless before L 

0 

If the word has a nucleus, and if the prec eding word ends with a High-
pitched mora (e.g. Minamida-ga naniwa!iiiijyage-o), the pattern in (10a) is 
seen; the FO falls steeply across the word boundary, and reaches a minimum 
value in the second mora (or sometimes in the third moia presumably 
depending on the segmental structure of the ward). ,Then, if the stretch 
from the first mora to the nuclear mora is long enough, the FO begins to 
rise slowly until the beginning of the nucleus-bearing mora, in accordance 
with the earlier observation by Ikeda (1942). From this point about 20-30 
msec before the nuclear mora, the FO begins rising more steeply, and then 
falls around the b.oundary between the nuclear and post-nuclear moras (see 
the second word of F-2, H-2). 

When the preceding word ends with one or two Low-pitched moras, the 
Low-beginning word shows. the same pattern, except that the FO reaches a 
minimum and the slow rise begins earlier., somewhere between the first and 
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the second· mora. When the word is preceded by a word ending with a 
sequence of more than two Low-pitched moras, the turning point from falling 
to slow rising is even earlier, right at the word boundary (see the second 
word of G-2 ). 

When a Low-beginning word has no nucleus, and is followed by another 
Low-beginning word, the pattern in (10b) is seen; the final mora assumes 
High value (e.g.~ naniwa[iii1jyage-o). (This was discussed above 
around example (5).) As in the initial part of a Low-beginning word with a 
nucleus, the FO rises slowly until it makes a sharp upturn to rise steeply 
for the final High-pitched mora. The rate of this slow upward inclination 
varies from 71 Hz/sec for a 9-mora word to 149 Hz/sec for a 3-mora word, 
with a mean of 107 Hz/sec (8 samples). This rate systematically decreases 
as the word size increases. After reaching a peak, the FO then falls 
rapidly. The starting point of this rapid fall is on the word boundary or 
just before the boundary and not much earlier, Thus, it is different from 
the fall at the end of a High-beginning nucleusless word followed by a Low-
beginning word, probably because here the FO has to rise in the last mora 
of the word and there is no time for the FO to fall in the same mora. 

When the nucleusless Low-beginning word is followed by a High-
beginning word, the pattern in (10c) is seen; all the moras of the word 
assume Low value (e.g. meganeya-o nozoiteru~). See, for example, the 
second word of D-2, E-2. In this case the slow rise continues until the 
end of the word. Interestingly, however, its rate is smaller than when 
followed by a Low-beginning word (mean= 63 Hz/sec (12 samples): no 
significant effect of word size). See section 4.2.1 for further discussion 
about this difference, For the location of the initial FO minimum, the 
same rule as for the nucleus-bearing case applies, 

The form of the slow rise in Low-beginning words is in most cases a 
quasi-linear or slightly concave line, as can be seen in Figures 1 and 2, 
but sometimes it is slightly convex, especially when the word has a 
nucleus. 

When the Low-beginning word is out of focus, the FO shapes are in general 
the same as those found when the word is focused, but with a smaller amount 
of movement. Again, as in a High-beginning word, any movement is much 
smaller when the word is in post-focal position than in pre-focal position. 
However, there seem to be two exceptional cases., 'rhe first is when ·a 
focused word with a High final mora precedes a short Low-beginning word 
(e.g. Minamida-ga megarieyafo,.. ); here, the slow rise of the short post-
focal Low-beginning word is masked by the more prominent fall around the 
word boundary. The second exception is when a Low-beginning word with 
nucleus is preceded by a focused word with a final Low mora (e.g. cil:tohara-
ga naniwaJiiil1yage-o); here, the Low-beginning word with nucleus has two small 
FO peaks, the firs,t corresponding to the slow rise in the other conditions 
and the second to the rise-fall due to the nucleus (see the second word in 
samples sentences G-1 and G'-1). We have already seen that the slow rise 
in a focused Low-beginning nuclear word often assumes a convex shape, which 
might explain the first peak. On the other hand, these two small FO peaks 
might be due to the fact that all the Low-beginning-nucleus-bearing words 
examined in our corpus are compound words (see section S.2 for a discussion 
of the tonal idiosyncr·asy of the compound words). 
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4. The realization of focus 

Focus is realized in somewhat different ways depending on the tonal 
structure of the word in focus. The behavior of the Low-beginning words is 
particularly interesting. In this section, I will propose "rules" for the 
realization of focus for the different structures. 

4.1 High-beginning words 

The effect of focus ort High-beginning rules can be schematized as: 

(11) b 

I 
~ 

/,-- -

As a rule, focus raises the over-all FO contour. The amount of raising 
is greater at the beginning of the slow declination than at its end (points 
B and D, respectively, in the schematic representation). So the effect of 
focus could be represented as a curve like this: 

(12) 

An exception to this rule occurs when the High-beginning word·is preceeded 
by a Low-beginning nucleusless word (e.g. meganeya-o # nozoiteru~) and I 
will treat this case separately later in section 4.2.1. 

Figure 3 shows how focus is realized in a set of sentences with the 
structure: 

(13) Uphi-wa It Qlt "iiw)koo-ya-nen. 
'My house is on the other side of Q' 

where Q is a 3-, 5-, 7- or 9-mora High-beginning nucleusless word. The FO 
contours in the lefthand column in Figure 3 are versions with focus on the 
noun in .Q and those in the righthand column .are versions with focus on 
mukoo 'over there, the other side' (a noun). These contours are summarized 
in Figure 4, where each curve consists·of line·ar interpolations between the 
mean values of some measurement points. The filled circles represent the 
versions with focus on Q, and the empty circles represent the versions with 
focus on mukoo•.Below each measurement point, ANOVA outputs are summarized. 
Two repetitions for each of the eight versions were obtained and pooled for 
the lines and for the statistical treatment. 
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I 
j 

I 
~ MORI-no mtjkoo ya nen. Ufhi-wa mori-no MtfOO ya nen. 

1 

I 
I 

I • - Uf-hi-wa minemura-no rhi-wa MINEMURA-no imlkoo ya nen. 

! 

I 
I 

lthi-wa momoyamamura-no fil¥<00 ya nen. 

Figure l· Representative FO contours illustrating t!ie· interaction of focus 
with declination in High-beginning unaccented words of different lengths. 

4.2 Low-beginning words 

Focus in Low-beginning words is realized by increasing the steepness 
of the slow rise and that of the rise to the High-pitched mora if there is 
one. The amount of increase for the steepness of the slow rise is not 
always the same: it depends on the presence or absence of the nucleus. 
Focus may lower the beginning of the word, but again there is an 
interaction with whether t~e word has a nucleus. 

, When a nucleusless Low-begi~ning word is followed,by a High-beginning 
word (e.g. meganeya-o 'II no,zoiterul:!!0, focus has little effect on the FO 
shape of either of the two words•. This can be schematized as in (14): 

fhi-wa MOMOYAMAMUR.f--no 

OOMOMDYAMAMURA-no oomomoyamamura-no MqKOO ya nen. 
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(14) 

b 
Here, all the moras of the Low-beginning word assume a Low value and are' 
acoustically characterized by an over-all slow rise. In such a condition 
it is not easy to put focus intentionally on this word (much less difficult 
in the other cond.ftions of the Low-beginning word). In fact the tonal 
difference between the version with focus on the Low-beginning word and 
that with focus on the following High-beginning word is very small• 

ns ns 
ns *** 

ns 
** 

ns 
ns 

*** * ***' *** 

. 
' 

ANOVA 	 size:  
focus:  
s X f:, ns ns· ns ** ns ns  

(*** p 0'.01, ** p 0.01, * p 0,05) 

,ANOVA for the versions with focus on target word 
size: ns ns ns ** ns 

LINEAR TREND: ** 
ANOVA for the W!rsions with focus on mukoo  

size: ns ns ns * * 
LINEAR TREND 	 ns 

Figure~· Mean FO values for selected measurement points in phrases 
containing High-beginning words of various lengths preceding another High-
beginning word, with focus on the target -word (filled circles) or on the 
following word (empty circles). Statistical tests of differences among the 
different lengths are summarized below the graph. 
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Figure 6 schematically shows the FO shape of utterances in this 
condition, The sentence frame is: 

(15) ~ n_g_ # ~koo-ya-nen, 

where Q is a 4, 6, 8 or 10-mora Low-beginning word with no nucleus, Filled 
circles again represent the versions with focus on the Q word, while empty 
circles are for the versions with focus on mukoo, Figure 6· ·contains also a 
summary of ANOVA outputs, Three or four repetitions for each of the eight 
versions were pooled to obtain the mean values represented by the circles 
and for the statistical procedure, Some of the original FO contours are 
shown in Figure 5. 

Are-wa NOMURA-no Tre-wa nomura-no MlJKOO ya nen. 

JL
Are-wa ningyooya-no M!fOO ya nen·. 

Are-wa OMIYAGEMONOYA-no ~koo.ya nen. Are=wi" omiyagemonoya-no MU 00 ya nen. 

Are-wa omiyagemonoyasan-no Mi:foo ya nen. 

Figure~- FO contours illustrating the interaction of focus with the 
inclination of Low-beginning unaccented words of different lengths. 
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ii 	 ii 
C d e fa b 

ANOVA: nsnssize: ns * ** *** 
nsnsfocus: ns ** *** *** 

ns 	 nsns nss X f: ns 	 ns 

ANOVA 	 for the versions with focus on the target word 
size: ns ns ns * ns 

nsLINEAR .TREND: 

ANOVA for the VP.:rsions with focus On mukoo 
ns nssize: 

Figure 6, Mean FO values for selected measurement points in phrases 
containing Low-beginning words of various lengths preceding a High-
beginning word, with focus on the target word (filled circles) or on the 
following word (empty circles), ·statistical tests of differences among the 
different lengths are summarized below the graph, 

The point labeled Bin (14) and in Figure 6 is the minimum value in 
the Low-beginning test ·word in Q and occu·rs somewhere between the initial 
boundary for the word and the third mora, Depending on the tonal pattern 
of the preceding word, this minimum value can be lower in the version with 
focus on the word in Q than in the comparable version with focus on the 
following mukoo, Thus focus can lower the minimum value of the Low-
beginning word, but the lowering is slight (the mean is 4Hz in this set of 
utterances) ·even though statistically significant, 

The point labeled Dis the turning point from the slow rise to the 
rapid rise, which occurs 20-30 msec before the word boundary to the next 
word, Here, the FO is significantly higher in the version with focus on 
the Low-beginning- nucleuslesl? word {Q) than in the version with focus. on 
the followi~g High-beginning word, but again the difference between the two 
versions is very small {mean ·= 7 Hz), · 

http:focus.on
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The value labeled C is the inclination ratio from B to D~ It is 
significantly steeper in the version with focus on the Low-beginning word, 
though the difference is still small, with a mean of 63 versus 45 Hz/sec 
when the mean is averaged over all words (i.e., over the 4-, 6-, 8-, and 
10-mora words). 

Summing up, the effect of focus on the FO shape within a Low-beginning 
word itself in this context is to slightly emphasize the slow rise by 
making it steeper, It is possible that the small effect of focus on the FO 
in this condition might be compensated by other acoustical cues such as 
intensity. These other cues, however, were ·not measured in this 
experiment. 

The FO value at point E, which is the peak value in ·the following 
High-beginning word, seems almost constant whether the focus is on the 
High-beginning word or -on the preceding Low-beginning word, As was 
discussed above in section· 4.1, High-beginning words as a rule realize 
focus as a over-all raising of the FO. But here, the presence of a 
preceding Low-beginning nucleusless word seems to preclude this effect. 
Not only the peak value at point E but also the whole FO configuration of 
the word is left, almost unchanged. 

Thus it seems unlikely that the presence of focus in the High-
beginning word in this condition (e.g. nomura-no II-~) is signalled by 
the FO characteristics of the High-beginning word itself, The FO contour of 
the preceding word might help identify the focus location, The possible 
contribution of other acoustic parameters such as intensity was not 
examined, 

My interpretation of the evident lack of an effect of focus on the FO 
in either of the two words in this sequence (nomura-no if mukoo) is as 
follows, When focus is on the first word of this sequence, the FO value at 
the end of the slow-rise (i,e,, just prior to the word boundary) is higher 
than when the same. word is in pre-focal position, because focus increases 
the steepness of the slow rise. After this point, .the. FO will begin to 
rise steeply in order to realize the initial High-pitched mora of the 
second word. Since this steeper rise begins from a relatively high value, 
it could result in a very high value for the FO peak at the first High-
pitched mora of the second word, However, if this peak were very high, it 
would give a contextual prominence to the second wqrd, and focus would be 
perceived incorrectly as occurring on the following High-beginning word 
rather than on the Low-beginning word, In order not to give prominence to 
the second word, the starting point of this steep rise (i,e. the value at 
the turning point D near the word boundary), should be as low as possible, 
For the FO to be low at the turning point, however, the steepness of the 
preceding slow rise must not be much increased by the focus on the Low-
beginnning word, . As a result, the ef feet of focus on the FO shape of the 
first word will be reduced. On the other hand,.. focus on the second High-
beginning word of the sequence would be realized as a more rapid rise at 
the word boundary, as schematized in (11). However, the starting value of 
this rapid rise is relatively low because of the lack of focus in the. first 
word, so that the peak value reached may not be any higher than when the 
preceding Low-beginning word is focused ins.tead. Thus the FO peak value at 
the first mora of the second word may assume a similar value whether the 
focus is on the first or on the second word, In most of my data in the 

http:unchang.ed
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present experiment the peak FO values of these two versions are similar, 
but in emphatic speech, the peak of the second word would be much higher 
under focus than in the version with first-word focus. 

Low-beginning words followed by a High-beginning word have another 
singularity. In realizing focus, they interact with the tonal structure of 
the preceding word. Let us compare the two sentences below: 

(16) 	a.~# meganeya-o#nozoiteru~. 

b, Minamida # meganeya-o # nozoiteruhl, 

The only difference here is the tonal pattern of the first word. Yet in 
the (a) sentence, it is more difficult to put focus on the second word than 
in the·(b) sentence: The FO contours for these two sentences are shown in 
E-2 and D-2 of Figure 1, The difficulty of putting focus.on 'the second 
word in (a) probably comes from the difficulty of lowering ihe FO any 
further than it already is at the minimum value just after the boundary 
between the first and the second word, The speaker attempts to lower the 
pitch here to increase the steepness of the slow rise and to give full 
focus to the second word, In the (a) sentence, however, the FO ha.s been 
declining smoothly from just after the nuclear mora of the first word, _so 
that, at the word boundary the FO arrives at a very low value, This value 
is about 70 Hz when both words are out of focus (i,e,, when focus is on the 
thii:d word of the sentence), which is already near the lowest value the 
speaker can produce (about 65 Hz), If the speaker cannot further. lower the 
FO at this point (because he has already reached the floor of his pitch 
range), it would become difficult to realize focus only by manipulating the 
rate of the following slow rise, ,because the end point of this slow rise 
portion in this condition has little-flexibility for the reason we have· 
seen in the previous paragraph. Thus the FO range that the speaker can use 
to give the maximum focal effect to the second word is very small, 

When the nucleusless Low.,.beginning word is followed by another Low-
beginning word, we see the patterns in (17): 

(17) e 

· In this condition all moras but the last one assume Low value (e.g. 
meganeya-o II matteru-wa), Figure 8 s.ummarizes mean values for various 
aspects of the FO contours of sentences of the form: 

(18) 	Are-wa fl j"""tl ~. 
'That is in front of Q, 1 

where mae 'front' is a Low-beginning. nucleus-bearing word, and the 
precedi~word in Q is a 4-, 6-, 8- or 10-mora Low-beginning nucleusless 

http:focus.on
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Are-wa.NOMURAfr}o.~ 

~ re-w~ ningyooyafnci~ 

l . .1/.L 
Are-wa omiyagemonoyafiio ~ ya nen .Are-wa OMIYAGEMONOYAfno ~ 

onV:,;agemonoyasanfno ~~Are-wa OMIYAGEMONOYASANfru) S jya nen. 

Figure I.: FO contours showing the inclination in Low-beginning unaccented 
words of different lengths before a Low-beginning word, 

word, . Focus was .put either on the word i n .Q or on mae. Two repetitions 
for each version were analyzed, See Figure 7 for some of the FO contours 
being summarized. 

Focus emphasizes the. slow rise more prominently than in the previous 
sentence set in (15), where all the moras of the word were. Low- pitched , 
The values labelled C and D in Figure 8, which are the slope and end-point 
o f the slow rise, are clei!rly higher in the versions with focus on the Q 
word, .The minimum FO value i n the Low-beginni .ng.w9rd (point B) does not 
differ signifi~antly under different placments of focus. However, in some 
other example sentences not shown here, focus clearly.. iowered the FO at 
this point, 



so 

/ 
a b C d e f 

ANOVA 

size: ns ns ** ** ns ns 
focus: ns ns *** *** *** ns 
s X f: ns ns ns ns ns ns 

ANOVA for the versions with focus on target word 

size: ns** ** 
LINEAR TREND: *i' 

ANOVA for the versions with focus on mae 

size: ns -ns ns 

Figure~- Mean FO values for selected measurement points in phrases 
containing Low-beginning words of various lengths preceding another Low-
beginning word, with focus on the target word (filled circles) or on the 
following word (empty circles). Statistical tests of differences among the 
different lengths are summarized below the graph. 

The point labelled D, which is the FO value at the turning point from 
the slow rise to the rapid rise (about 20 msec before the beginning of the 
last High-pitched mora), is very clearly raised by focus. The peak value 
in the final High-pitched mora (point E) is also clearly raised in versions 
in which the Low-beginnning word is under focus. 

In contrast with the sequences in (15), however, there is no 
significant.difference for the value at the beginning of the low-rise 
(point B). The reason why focus .lowers this value more consistently at the 
beginning of the rise before a High-beginning wo'rd would be as follows. 
When the Low-beginning word is followed by another Low-beginning word, 
focus can be easiiy realized by the rise to the word-final High-pitched 
mora. When the Low-beginning word is followed by a High-beginning word, on 
the other hand, there is no High-pitched mora in the first word that might 
be raised by the focus, and the slow-rise portion in this sequence has 
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little flexibility ·to realize focus, because emphasizing the slow-rise may 
give contextual pro.minence to the next word. Thus the focus. would be 
obl{ged t<i resort to manipulating the initial portion of the. first focused 
word in order to best realize the focus effect. 

When the Low-beginning word has a nucleus, focus seems to be realized 
in a similar way as when the nucleus is not present and followed by a Low-
beginning word, as just discussed. However, this generalization was based 
on a small number of samples, all of which had compound nouns. for the Low-
beginning nucleus-b,ea.ring word, and _hence may reflect peculiarities of 
compound nouns instead of the general. behavior of 'this type of word. See 
section 5 for a ~ore detailed discussion of the behavior of compound nouns. 

s. The basic unit of phrasing in OJ 

s.1 The phrase in TJ 

It is generally recognized that in Tokyo Japanese, words may lose 
their acce·ntual independence and fuse into one tonal unit in a larger 
prosodic context, This unit is ca.lled 'accentual phrase' (c,f, Hirayama 
1960) or simply 'phrase', For .example, Mccawley (1968) writes: 

I described the accentuation of a phrase by saying that a 
phrase contains at most one accented syllable and that everything 
up.to the first mora of that syllable is bigh pitched and 
everything after the first mora of that syllable is on a low 
pitch, except that the first mora of a phrase will. be low pitched 
unless it itself is accented. It will be necessary for a grammar 
of Japanese to give rules which mark the places where phrases 
begin and end, since those boundary points must be known in order 
to apply the above rule of pitch assignment.• Furthermore, it 
will be necessary to revise the pitch assignment rule somewhat 
since there are actually two kinds of phrases,."major phrases" 
and "minor phr1;1ses"; each minor phrase follows the rule given for 
pitch shape except that only_.the.first minor phrase of a major 
phrase will contain a high pitch, (p.137) 

According to such a model there would be two types of .phrases with 
respect to the tonal configuration: 

(19) 	a. a phrase consisting of i nucleusless words, j nucleus-bearing 
words, and k nucleusless words (i >= 1, j = 0,1, k>=l if j=l, else 
k=O), All the moras before the nucleus except for the first one 
assume High pitch. The first mora may be high if it belongs to a 
long syllable, 

-900 # ooo r.: .-.-{ 71 oloo ii ooo II •.: !.. ._ ) 

i j k 

b, 	a phrase consi~ting of one nucleus~bearing word+ i following 
nucleusless words (1>=0), All the moras following the nuclear mora 
are Low"'."pitched, 

or 
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These two types of phrase have some tonal characteristics in common. 
Aside from the fact that they have at most one nucleus, a phrase contains 
only one High-pitched mora sequence. Furthermore, the heights of the first 
and the second mora are different unless they form a long syllable. 
Acoustically, both types of phrase begin with a FO rise (Poser 1984, 
Pierrehumbert and Beckman in press). 

Mccawley seems to have taken into account only the cases where the 
sentences are uttered neutrally, without putting focus on any particular 
syntactical co.mponents. But, as pointed out by Pierrehumbert and Beckman, 
focus restructures phrases. A sequence of two nucleusless words becomes 
one phrase when uttered as a neutral utterance or when focus is on the 
first word (e.g• ...Qjoo # ooo ), but when focus is put on the second word 
(both marked and unmarked cases) it splits into two independent phrases 
(e.g._2]oo//_2loo). I think this kind of phrase restructuring occurs also 
at the theme/rheme boundary. 

This concept of phrase, however, is not· directly applicable to the 
other Japanese varieties. First of all, the initial tone differentiation 
rule does not apply to all Japanese varieties. Second, a sequence of words 
that contains at most one nucleus may have more thari one sequence of ~igh-
pitched moras even in non-emphatic speech, as it is the case in OJ • In 
order for the "'phrase"' to be a generally applicable concept, I will re-
define it as a sequence of words (including enclitics) that contains at 
most one High-pitched portion not blocked by focus. 

5.2 Applicability to OJ 

Let us now examine if this concept of phrase is applicable to OJ. If 
such a phrase is applied to OJ, there would be the following two types of 
phrase, with every phrase having at most one High-pitched mora sequence: 

(20) 	a. The Low-beginning phrase, which consists of one Low-beginning 
nucleusless word+ i High-beginning nucleusless words (i)=O) + j 
High-beginning-nucleus-bearing words (j=O, 1): 

or 	of one Low-beginning-nucleus-bearing word: 

000 

b. 	The High-beginning phrase, which consists of i High-beginning-
nucleusless words + j High-beginning nucleus-bearing words (i)=O, 
j=O,l; i or j )0): 

( ooo II 	 ••--: ~f (-/~ ) 
Focus restructures phrases only when it is on the second word or later 

of a word sequence which can form a High-beginning phrase. 

6For example, the concatenation of a High-beginning nucleusless word 
followed by a Low-beginning nucleusless word and then a High-beginning 
nucleusless word has no nucleus, but it has two High-pitched sequences. 

http:p:i.errehliinbe.rt
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Do these two types .of phrase have some acoustic characteristics in 
common like a init.ial rise in TJ? It seems so: both types begin with a 
rise, But there is evidence that makes us hesitant to analyze the OJ tonal 
system in terms of this notion of phrase. Let us examine two cases in 
(21), where% represents a phrase boundary: 

(21) a, %~ II%~% 

b. %~ II ~ % 

In both cases, the first word belongs to a Low-beginning phrase, and the 
phonological tone sequence over the first few moras is the same, So we can 
expect the acoustic realization of the Low tones in this sequence (i,e, the 
slow rising portion of the word) to be the same in both cases, But as we 
have already seen in Section 4, the slope of the slo~ FO rise up through 
the last Low-pitched is much steeper in (21a) than in (21b) when focus is 
on the first word. (In sentences that fit the specification of (21a), the 
rise averages 77, 62, 59 and 54 Hz/sec for 4-, 6-, 8- and 10-mora 
sequences; in sentences that fit (18b), the rise is 159, 109, 99 and 71 
Hz/sec for 3-. 5-, 7- and 0-mora sequences,) The reason why these two 
types of sequence show different FO behavior was discussed above, It can 
be ascribed to the presence versus absence of a word boundary at the end of 
the slow rise: focus cannot drastically raise the FO at the word boundary 
in this condition, It is clear that the word boundary influences the FO 
shape of the phrase, Thus the words constituting a phrase hold their 
integrity and do ncit fuse into one, This observation has led me to the 
conclusion that the basic unit of accentuation in OJ is not a previously 
defined phrase but a word, 

Yet words can really fuse into one in a sequence of. one or more High-
beginning nucleusless words endina in at most one High-beginning nucleus-
bearing words (i,e, ooo If ooo ... (ff o\2Q_)) with focus on the first word in 
the sequence, 

Another exceptional case is found in some compound words. For 
example, ~ 'thirty-eight' has two independent High-pitched moras 
and it is best treated as a word containing two accentual uni ts, In· 
compound words such as naniwafiiij)yage 'souvenir of Osaka' (the second word 
in panels G-1 and H-1 in Figure 1) and omiai:fiialngumi '(TV) ·dating-game 
program', I encountered cases in which these words have two FO rise-falls 
when they are in post-focal position, This pheno'menon could be easily 
interpreted if these words consist of two accentual units, Furthermore, 
the existence of such compound words as niwakafbug~nsya 'a nouveau riche' 
encourages this interpretation: a sequence of more than one High-,pitched 
mora in Low-beginning words occurs only in compound words (c,f, Wada 1942), 

Thus the unit of accentuation in OJ is different from the phrase 
previously defined, necessitating a modification of the traditional concept 
of phrase originally defined for TJ, such as McCawley's minor phrase, 
However one can still call the OJ unit of accentuation a phrase in the 
sense that it is not exactly the same as the word: it may be larger or 
smaller than the word, In the following discussion, I will call this 
accentual unit the 'OJ phrase' in order to avoid confusion with the 
traditional concept of· phrase.in TJ, 

http:phrase.in
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6. A target-tone 1110del for OJ? 

6.1 The target-tone model for TJ 

In their analysis of the tone structure of TJ, Pierrehu•bert and 
Beckman (in press) propose a new model to account for the FO contours of 
utterances. They claim that the traditional account in terms of moraic 
pitch height does not explain the phonetic event, Instead they posit four 
target tones ~hat characterize the phrase: a boundary tone (L%) which 
occurs at the phrase boundary, a phrasal High tone which occurs at its 
beginning, an accentual High tone which occurs at the accent nucleus, and 
an accentual Lo'w tone which occurs shortly after the acce.ntual High tone, 
The last two tones occur only in an accented phrase (i.e,, a nucleus-
bearing phrase in my terminology), Actual values that these tones assume in 
an utterance are determined mainly by focus and 'catathesis', Two kinds of 
L% are distinguished for long and short phrase-initial syllable.s, Linear 

· interpolation between these tones gives a good approximation of the FO 
contour of a phrase in utterance, 

The main reason for Pierrehumbert and Beckman's rejection of the 
moraic pitch-height model is the absence of High-spreading and 'Low-
spreading, In a nucleusless phrase ( jooo.. , ), the FO values of the High-
pitched moras are expected to be same, But the actual FO contour shows a 
slow falling, This slow fall has been generally interpreted as a non-
phonological or physiological downdrift (Kawakami 1962, Kobayashi 1963), 
Pierrehumbert and Beckman, however, found that the rate of this downtrend 
decreases as the number of the High-pitched moras increases, It seems as if 
the boundary to the next phrase would have a target value to which the FO 
is interpolating. They also claim that. the declination rate of a Low-
pitched mora sequence decreases as a function of the number of Low-pitched 
moras, 

6,2 Applicability to OJ 

I examined the FO contours of sequences of High-pitched moras and 
sequences of Low-pitched moras with three sets of sentences, with a view to 
see whether similar evidence against tone spreading exists in OJ, 

The sentence set that was used to examine the FO in the sequence of 
High-pitched moras consists of four sentenc,;:s differing in the length of 
the second word, which had 4, 6, 8 or 10 moras. All the moras of the 
second word, which is the test word, are High-pitched. The sentences were 
uttered in two ways, one with focus on the test word and another with focus 
on the following word. Figure 3 above gave the FO contours of selected 
utterances from this set of sentences, Figure 4 gave mean values for 
various measurements, as well as the results of statistical analyses 
involving these measu.~es. The value C in Figu.re 4 is the inc~nation rate 
(Hz/sec) from the point B to D, as defined by equation (22) , Figure 9 
sh.ows the detailed relationship between B and D in all utterances. · 

(22) C = ( FO value at B - FO value at D ) / interval from B to D 

7Pierrehumbert and Beckman (in press) define the rate of declination as.the 
coefficient of a linear regression between the endpoint tones. 
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Hz 

140 

....... , 120 
....... , ..........  

100 

200 400 600 800 msec0 

Figure 2.· Beginning and end point values (in Hz) of declining FD portion in 
High-beginning unaccented words plotted against the distance ~n ms) 
between the plotted_points for all utterances in the corpus in Figure 4. 

Let us examine only the case in which the test word is in pre-focal 
position (empty circles in Figures 4 and 9), In this case, the point D 
in Figure 4 roughly corresponds to the phrase boundary and the measure C is 
the declination over the High-pitched mora sequence, 

A trend analysis (Winer 1971) shows that the value C does not vary 
systematically as the size of the test word increases (p),25), This seems 
to be counter-evidence to the target-tone hypothesis, But an ANOVA 
indicates that the FO value at D does not vary significantly with the 
variation in word length (p),05), This seems in favor of the tone-target 
hypothesis. This problematic set of results is probably caused by the 
behavior around point B, which increases systematically as the word size 
increases (p(.05, trend analysis; see also Figure 9), Points Band Dare 
both places where a tone must be posited in the tramework of the tone-
target theory, (I have ·labeled these a High phrasal tone and High boundary 
tone, respectively: see Appendix 2). 

The FO shape of a Low-pitched mora sequence was examined with the 
sentence sets described by examples (15) and (18) above, The first set 
contained four sentences whose second word, the test word, is a Low-
beginning nucleusless word containing 4, 6, 8 or 10 moras, which in this 
context would all be Low toned in a traditional mor.aic tone account, Two 
versions, one with focus on the test word and. ano.ther on the following 
word, were uttere~ Three or four utterances for each ~ersion were 
obtained and used in the analysis, The same test words were used in the 
sentence set eKemplified in (18), This set differs from (15) only in. that 
its third word is Low-beginning, which makes the final mora of the 
preceding test word High-pitched. See Figures 5 and 7 for sample FO 
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contours for some of the utterances, and Figures 6 and 8 for a summary of 
mean values of various measurements. Figures 10 and 11 give a detailed 
summary of the slopes in slow rising port ion. · 

Hz 

• 
120-

100 .,0 

80 f 

. -· 
~...•- -. 

() 200 400 l',()0 RflO msec 

Figure 10, Beginning and _end point values (in Hz) of slow rise portion in 
Low-beginning unaccented words plotted against th~ distance (in ms) between 
the plotted points for all utterances in t.he corpus in Figure 6, 

Hz 

- - -·-.. . -- -• 
- .. --• 

0 

o-0 

0 0 

9• 
800 msec0 200 400 600 

Figure 11. Beginning and e.nd point values (in Hz) of slow rise portion in 
Low-beginning unaccented words plotted against the distance (in ms) between 

·the plotted points for all utterances in the corpus in Figure 8, 
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In the·se sets of utterances the point D. roughly corresponds to the 
turning point .from the slow rise ~o the rapid rise, where in terms of 
target hypothesis a target tone should be posited (I call this a Low 
phrasal tone). The value C is the rate of the slow rise from B to D. 

In sentences like (18), when the test words are in focus, the rate of 
the slow rise systematically decreases as the word length increases, a 
trend that is significant according to the trend analysis. This would 
support a target-tone model. But at the same time, the FO value at D 
increases significantly, as analyzed using trend an~lysis. Moreover, when 
the test words are out of focus, there is no statistically significant 
effect of word size, as shown by an ANOVA. These last two results. seem to 
be against the target hypothesis. 

In sentences like (15), in the versions with focus on the test word, 
the rate of the slow rise seems to decrease as the word length increases, 
and the FO value at point D also seems to increase, though the linear trend 
is .significant· in neither case. When the test words of the same sentence 
set are out of focus, the effect of word size is not significant, as shown 
by an ANOVA. 

In sum, these two data sets do not provide a definite answer to the 
target hypothesis. With one other data set which I have not reported here, 
the posited targets seemed to have fixed values, though no statistical 
analysis can be applied because the number of observations was too small. 
Thus, whether a target-tone type of account can apply to OJ is still an 
open question. 
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Appendix l: The.sociolinguistics status of Osaka Japanese 

It should be pointed out that for most Japanese people the term 
'Japanese' does not mean Standard Japanese (usually defined as the Japanese 
spoken in Tokyo). For them Japanese consists of all the various but 
similar linguistic systems used in Japan. Moreover, as far as accentuation 
is concerned, Tokyo Japanese is not an exact synonym for the Standard 
Japanese, everi though it is considered to be the model language. In fact, 
many people believe themselves to be speaking Standard Japanese even though 
their accent system does not coincide exactly with the Tokyo accentuation. 
Japanese pronunciation dictionaries are usually nothing more than accent 
dictionaries for Tokyo Japanese. But it is not sufficient to know only the 
accentuation of lexical words, These pronunciation dictionaries usually 
list many pages of rules to be applied when the words are used in 
combination with ericlitics or in compound form. For the people from the 
other areas and for learners of Japanese as a second language, it would be 
very difficult to learn all those ad-hoc rules in addition to the 
accentuation of each word. The standard language must be simple or at 
least more flexible in regards to the accentua~ion. 

The study of word accent is the most advanced area in Japanese 
linguistics. The main concerns of researchers in the field have been the 
phonological description of the accent systems of various dialects based on 
auditory observation and the discovery of the historical relationships 
among these systems. Since information about word accent is believed to be 
sufficient to reconstruct the history of an accent system, little attention 
has been paid to sentence prosody. Exceptions are the auditory-based 
works of Y. Fujiwara and his· students and of Y. Yamaguchi, who call the 
utterance pitch patterns the 'sentence accent•; 

Osaka Japanese and the similar varieties of Japanese spoken in the 
vicinity of Osaka (Kyoto, Kobe, Nara, etc.) are grouped together as the 
'kansai' dialect by the Japanese from the other areas. There are somewhere 
between 10 and 20 million native speakers of these varieties, and the 
sociolinguistic status of these varieties· is unique. The native ·speakers 
believe theirs to be the only non-standard varieties of Japanese which have 
social prestige. Most teachers in local schools (from elementary to the 
highesf education) give their lessons in OJ or in Standard Japanese with an 
Osaka tonal pattern. This is a surprising situation to the Japanese from 
the other areas,· where the local variety has 11 t tle prestige relative to 
Standard Japanese. Most OJ speakers use OJ in every circumstance, even in 
Tokyo or on TV, while other non-Standara speakers are willing to assimilate 
their speech to Tokyo Japanese. Some OJ speakers seem not even to notice 
the difference between th.e accent system of OJ and that of TJ, while they 
are sometimes very sensitive to the difference among other dialects. 

Meyer (1906), Polivanov(l925), and Sakuma (1931) were the first to use 
acoustic data to study Kyoto Japanese, which is very similar to that of 
Osaka. Sakuma discussed the FO characteristics of short words in 
sentences. But as the focus of interest of res.earchers in accent shifted 
to the phonological treatment of dialectal accent systems and the 
establishment of their historical relationship, experimental study came to 
be neglected. , 
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In the 1960's, after a lapse of some decades, Sugito began to 
publish a series of important articles on Osaka.accent using various 
experimental techniques (cf, Sugito 1982), Although the majority of her 
work in this area deals ·with _word accents in isolation., there are al,so 
s·everal remarks on. their realization in larger prosodic contexts; For word 
accents in Kyot'o Japanese .there are studies performed by Homma (1971, 
1978). In 1982, Ya,mada .et al, discusse4 in a brief report h_ow word accents 
interact in two-word utterances in TJ, OJ, and Nagoya_ Japanese and provided 
evidence for the gene~ally accepted view· that the sentence tonal pattern in 
OJ is a mere ·concatenation· of word accents, Kori (1984a, 1984b) discussed 
the interaction. of sentence intonation with word accents in two-mora word· 
utterances. Yoshizawa and his co-workers are now doing research on the 
tonal characteristics of the sentence final particles of OJ as a part of 
their comparativ~ · study of several varieties of Japanese. As for 
phonological treatments, Wada, Hattori, Kindaichi and Kawakami are major 
contributors, 

Appendix2: A target-tone model for Osaka Japanese 

In this appendix, I will propose a target-tone model of OJ, though the 
applicability of such a .model is not yet proved, 

In Section S, I discussed the basic unit of phrasing in OJ, and ar.gued 
for a particular definition of the basic unit, which I called the OJ-
phrase, I will use the OJ-phrase as the· unit. of tone assignment in the 
tone-target model. Here I will show only a simple sketch of what tones 
this model might need to include, without going much into detail, 

Six tones are necessary to account for lexical contrasts .between Low-
beginning and High-beginning and between nuclear arid nu.cleus-less words and 
to model the various inflexion points discussed above, I posit the 
following inventocy of tone types for these six tones: 

Boundacy _tones: High boundazy tone (H%)  
Low boundary tone (L%)  

Phrasal tones: High phrasal tone (pH)  
Low phrasal tone (pL)  

Nuclear tones: Nuclear high tone (nH)  
Nuclear low tone (~L)  

The two types of phrasal tones, pH and pL, cannot occur together in the 
same phrase, because they characterize the High-beginning phrase and the 
Low-beginning phrase respectively, These six tones have the fo.llowing 
intrinsic tonal relationships: 

H% < pH > nH > iiL > L% and L%< pL < nH 

(Here A> B means that A is intrinsically higher than B) 

There would be four types of OJ-phrase, and they would have the following 
tone target configurations, 

http:mod~l.of
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High~beginning phrase: 

pH------
nucleusless H%/ · H% 

nucleus-bearing 

Low-beginning phrase: 

nucleus less 

nucleus-bearing 

Examples: 

/H%\ /nH's_ 

L% 
pL /pL

L% 
nL ----L% 

---




